ROBLIN FORCES
ALMOST DEFEATED

Enormous turnover in yesterday's Manitoba elections.

Evidence of the Feasb's Against the Government seen in the results—Dr. Montague Defeated—Liberals Win Four Seats in Winnipeg.

District Lodge Understudies to Superintend their Attitude on Tempering Question—Presbyterian Indignant Over Reference to Rev. John McNeill.

Predictions of Trouble at Belfast fast Unfulfilled

DUG WELLAND CANAL IS NATION'S GREAT TASK

The Weather: Probable high of 60 to 65 and night at 50. Easterly wind coming from the northwest and developing into a strong cold front.

Canada Spending $132,000 to Improve Transportation

DIGGERS WELLAND CANAL IS NATION'S GREAT TASK

Great Engineering Plant at Work With All Men

DEMOCRACY IS VICTORIOUS IN DANISH ELECTIONS

Some Members Elected as a Positive Amendment of the Electoral Laws, the National Constitution.

FRIENDS OF HUNTER ENTERTAIN A PROTEST

STATE THAT THE POLICE MAGIC WERE NOT IN COURT DURING THE PRECEDING NIGHT.

MILITARY ROYAL KENNESWORTH WINS FREE FROM SOUTHERN AND YOUNGERS.

JUMPED FROM BOAT TO SWIM AND WAS LOST

JOE MARTIN DISGrITED AT LIBERAL MEMBERS

PHILIP MARTIN DISGrITED AT LIBERAL MEMBERS

Montreal's Mayor Breaks Law
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